
ENT _ Introduction  

• Ear :  

# Eustachian Tube: 2 cm, wider in children than adult, it opens by action of tensor veil palantinin, & 

levator veil palantini  -> during swallowing. 

 

# Examination: use Otoscopy, Rinne test (AC > BC -> positive) , Weber test , pure tone audiogram PTA  

——————————————————————————————————————————— 

         Referred Otalgia ?  

1) CN. 5  ▶️dental pathology  

2) CN. 9 ▶️pharyngeal CA 

3) CN. 10 ▶️ supraglottic tumor 

4) CN. 7 ▶️ in Bell’s palsy 

5) C2, C3 ▶️ Cervical disk 

prolapse 
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• Nose :  

➔ Inferior meatus: drains tears/ nasolacrimal duct 

➔ Middle meats: drainage site for ant.Ethmoidal cells, frontal, maxillary. S  

➔ Superior meatus: drainage site for post. Ethmoidal cells& sphenoid a.S 

# Examinations: use Nasal speculum  

——————————————————————————————————————————— 

• Pharynx & Neck  :  

 

# Examination: inspection , palpate for any mass, use Thudicum’s speculum, Otoscope , 

Nasendoscopy —> flexible fiber – optic instrument. 

# Nasal Cavity Meatuses 
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                      Audiometry  

• Air conduction ->  the integrity of the hearing system from outside, the external, middle ear,  inner ear, and finally 

the cochlea. 

• Bone conduction ->  hearing straight to the cochlea (bypasses the external path). 

 

Note: Each point on both curves represents minimal intensity of the liberated frequency at 

 

Both curves (bone ^^^^  & air 000 conduction curves) 

1. Both curves lies on each other and less than  25 dB= Normal audiogram. 

2. Both curves lies on each other and partially or completely more than 25 dB = Sensor neural hearing loss. 

3. Both curves away from each other and the upper (bone) curve less than 25 dB = Pure Conductive hearing Ioss 

4. Both curves away from each other and the upper (bone) curve more than 25 dB Mixed hearing loss. 

 

 

Mild  25 - 40 dB
Moderate 41- 55 dB
Moderate to Sever  56- 70 dB 

Sever   71 - 90 dB
Profound  > 91 dB
Complete or dead.   At all 
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     Tympanometry  

o The machine detects the compliance of the middle ear system (ear drum and ossicular chain) by 

measuring how much of a sound is absorbed as the pressure is changed to above and below its 

normal level. 

o In a normal ear, most sound is absorbed when the eardrum is in the normal position, when there 

is no pressure change —> This gives a ‘type A’ tympanogram 

o A flat trace, or ‘type B’ tympanogram, can occur when the eardrum fails to move, for example due 

to glue ear, or because there is a perforation of the eardrum. 
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